10 reasons to book LCCs in Amadeus
Uniform

Diverse

Low Cost and Hybrids carriers (LCCs) have experienced
exponential growth, which now accounts for over 25% of
all seats booked across the world. With the trend set to
continue, the opportunity to grow your travel
business with LCCs is now.

Here are 10 reasons why booking LCCs on Amadeus can help grow your business:
1/ Lightening speed

1/ All in one

An identical workflow for FSCs and LCCs means bookings are
5x faster on Amadeus than the direct channel and twice as
fast as any other aggregator.

Search and book over 90+ Low Cost and Hybrid carriers from
one single screen, to personalise travel in the most profitable
way.

2/ Make it count

2/ Bigger gains

3/ From the heart
All bookings are fully integrated with your agency’s mid- and
back-office, and benefit from automated invoicing as well as
real time access to data and reporting.

4/ Crystal clear
You can be clear with your customers, with upfront total
pricing for all LCC fares (including taxes, fees and charges)

5/ Perfect match
See results that are aligned to passenger’s profile and
preferences.

Access inventory from 8 out of the 10 world’s largest LCC
carriers through Amadeus’ integrated platform.

DIVERSE

UNIFORM

You can make an additional 3€ in revenue per round trip and
a further 6€ for re-bookings or changes, thanks to the fast
and efficient workflow.

3/ Pitch Perfect
Go a step further, with a dynamic catalogue of ancillary
services that include extras like bags, seat selection, WiFi and
meal selection.

4/ Pick & Mix
Book more competitive long-haul fares with access to over
65 interlining agreements between different FSCs and LCCs.

5/ Priority Status
Really demonstrate your value with access to the most
comprehensive set of fares, including some that are
exclusive to Amadeus

Discover LCC content by market amadeus.com/LCCgraph | Discover savings you can make on the LCC Demo amadeus.com/LCCdemo
Visit amadeus.com/travelagencies or contact your Amadeus Account Manager to learn more

